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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

An Unlikely Service Dog Shows Her Remarkable Plan for Her Best Friend
The True Story of One Man’s Unlikely Bond with a Shih Tzu, Who Became His  
Service Dog and Best Friend, Proving that Things Aren’t Always as They Seem

Dallas, TX—A lifetime of illness set author David R. Hardiman on a path of 
physical, mental and emotional despair until he crossed paths with a shih tzu 
puppy named Bailey who changed his life forever. Bailey’s Remarkable Plan 
(Brown Books Publishing Group) is a story of the special bond between a man 
and his unlikely service dog and best friend. 

Bailey’s Remarkable Plan is a lesson in faith and perseverance. Born with a 
rare medical condition that eluded diagnosis for over five decades, Hardiman 
faced difficult and uncommon challenges, including a diagnosis of Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). He experienced many breaking points along 
the way in which he even questioned God’s plan for him, but still, he never 
allowed his trust in Him to falter. So, when Bailey padded into his life, he knew 
she was a gift from God. What he didn’t know, was that she had been sent with a purpose and a plan. 

“I made every attempt to function as if I was OK,” says Hardiman. “When I failed, I was blessed 
with a beautiful, small, genius dog that could recognize, even before me, if I was under attack, and 
could alert me, and even help me deal with the horror of my experiences.”

Bailey’s Remarkable Plan is also a cautionary tale about what can happen when judgments are 
based on preconception and the pain and suffering that it can cause. “Throughout my life, I have faced 
struggles and illness,” says Hardiman. “Many people are born with obvious disabilities. Some like me, 
have conditions that cause disabilities that are not so obvious. Not all disabled people look disabled. 
And not all service dogs are large breed dogs such as German shepherds or Labrador retrievers.”

Bailey is a double pedigree shih tzu with brindle patterned long hair. “She is a remarkable dog,” 
says Hardiman. “She saved me and allows me some feelings of normalcy. My life would be less without 
her. She is a beautiful, well-mannered genius.” 

“I can easily see God’s handprint of grace and power throughout Bailey’s Remarkable Plan,” says 
Ron Swadley, emergency relief specialist. “I believe that God often sends an unexpected blessing that 
serves as hope and the determination to persevere in even the most tragic personal events. That’s 
exactly what God did through Bailey, and this book is a true testimony that miracles do happen.”

For more information and to purchase Bailey’s Remarkable Plan, please visit:
 www.BaileysRemarkablePlan.com.
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A Christian, David R. Hardiman lives with his wife of 46 years in Arlington, Texas. He has served 
in numerous community leadership roles and as trustee for one of his previous colleges. Hardiman 
is the father of three daughters and the grandfather of six precious grandchildren. Bailey, a double-
pedigree shih tzu and special friend, completes the family as his beloved service dog. She arrived 
seven years ago with a remarkable plan to help Hardiman face his new life challenges. Bailey became 
the inspiration for Hardiman’s life story, Bailey’s Remarkable Plan.

Although he enjoyed phenomenal success in his business career, he realized that he longed for 
more, and therefore, left the safety net of a regular paycheck. 

Moving into the world of business ownership and entrepreneurial risks, he then opened his first 
company, a real estate enterprise. Even though that endeavor was enjoyable and financially reward-
ing, something was still missing. Hardiman’s desire to help people required a different avenue for 
the realization of his dreams. A chance meeting and discussion with a friend led him to the perfect 
solution. Insurance became the venue that both, satisfied the desire to help others and provided the 
financial support for his family’s needs. 

As owner and CEO of an insurance agency, he experienced many fulfilling successes. Through his 
unique life experiences, Hardiman is now able to write and share personal stories that both educate 
and entertain. 
 

About the Author

DAviD R. 
HARDimAn
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What People Are Saying

“Bailey’s Remarkable Plan is a powerful, true story of how God can use a 
very special dog to show His plan amidst great adversity. Bailey is a service 
dog that breaks all stereotypes and reveals a timely message of hope.” 

—Mike Norris
Film Director

“It is so inspiring to see how a dog named Bailey was able to effect such 
positive change in a person’s life. Bailey’s Remarkable Plan is an uplifting 
book that not only shows the power of one little dog, but the bigger picture 
of God’s power to help us overcome adversity.” 

—Walker Duke, esq.

“This book vividly illustrates the importance of service dogs of all kinds. As someone who volun-
teers with Leader Dogs for the Blind, I not only see how these special dogs are valued, but also how 
they are the catalysts for so many individuals to overcome adversity. This book demonstrates that 
concept many times over in the author’s dependence on God as well as on the dog God provided 
just for him.” 

—kaTie TiTus 
Owner of Yates Cider Mill, 

a State of Michigan Historical Site

“As someone who has witnessed, and personally experienced, tremendous adversities, I can easily 
see God’s handprint of grace and power throughout Bailey’s Remarkable Plan. I believe that God 
often sends an unexpected blessing that serves to give us hope and the determination to persevere 
in even the most tragic personal events. That’s exactly what God did through Bailey, and this book 
is a true testimony that miracles do happen.”

—roN sWaDley
Swadley’s Emergency Relief Team
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WhaT is your persoNal backgrouND aND hoW DiD ThaT 
leaD you To becoMe aN auThor? 

I came into this world with the deck stacked against me, as the old saying goes. 
Life was notoriously uphill with rarely a downhill or level field of play. Living 
with illness became my normal, and I would never have the kind of day-to-day 
health many take for granted. I wanted to live so I resolved that, in spite of my 
personal circumstances, I would find a way to achieve my desire for joy and 
happiness. As sometimes happens, there were those who did not want me to 
have those blessings and tried to get in the way of my goals. When I reached the 
ripe old age of seven, I discovered the real answer. My mother was struck with 
a vicious gall bladder attack which led to major surgery and near death. Those days, hospitals were 
still permitted to ask about religious preference, and my parents listed theirs as Christian. A local 
preacher visited my parents at the hospital and began reaching out to our family. I had never been in 
a church building, at least not one that I recalled, but following Mom’s recovery I found myself attend-
ing church. Something strange but magnificent occurred there. I learned about a man named Jesus 
and that He was the Son of God. My new friends talked about Him, and the Sunday school teacher, 
preacher and others constantly referred to this place called Heaven. In my conversations and listening 
to the teachers, I discovered that this was all for real—in spite of how unreal it sounded—and I started 
on a journey that would progress and grow right along with me. Faith eventually became my new 
normal as I attempted to be like the marvelous man sent from God. This proved to be the solution 
to all my struggles. You see, I was constantly challenged and faced many obstacles I could never 
overcome on my own. But Jesus was by my side at all times. He held me in His arms when there was 
no one else around who could. 

In my sophomore year of high school, my English literature teacher did something that would for-
ever change me. He was also a professor for the University of Michigan, a devout believer in evolution 
and a fanatic in his belief of atheism. One day in class, he took a worn out Bible, threw it on the floor, 
stomped on it and asked if anyone believed the Bible is true. Seven of us raised our hands and told him 
we did and what he had done was wrong. It was, in fact, an act of evil. He informed us the Bible was a 
book of fiction. Following that day, his effort was all about failing the seven of us who stood for God 
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and His truth. Interesting number—seven. Biblical, in fact. He disparaged and mocked every paper I 
turned in, and of course, I received the poorest grade he could get away with. All seven of us had the 
same experience. On one occasion when I got my paper back I received a D-. He wrote that it was a 
terrible paper and I would never be a writer. I told myself then I would someday be a writer. I knew I 
had been given a gift for writing. Following my college and university days, my career required me to 
be a great communicator both in speaking and the written word. Finally, the day has come that I can 
do as I dreamed in those early days and write the books that are running around in my head and heart.

hoW DiD your persoNal challeNges groWiNg up shape The persoN you 
are ToDay?

When adversity strikes each of us, we are required to make a decision about how we handle, cope, 
submit, choose a course of action and ultimately, be ruled by or rule the circumstance we face. Early 
on, a pattern emerged when hard times arose. During childhood, I realized I had little to no control 
over what was taking place in my life. How I dealt with each occurrence was all that I was allowed. 
With each obstacle I faced, I had to decide to either push through or give up. Once I understood 
that by looking at each difficulty with optimism and determination, I could push through, often 
improving my circumstance, I was able to use the stress of the moment to get better.  Without that, 
I would not and could not be the person I am today. It became very obvious to me that if I allowed 
God to rule my life, He would give me the strength I need to face each day and its challenges. Steel 
is hardened in the fire. I felt as if I was hardened by fire and lots of it. Indeed, I could not have faced 
the last few years without the preparation provided by those early and bygone years. My faith stands 
stronger today than ever. 

as a successful busiNesspersoN, you coNTiNueD To face serious healTh 
challeNges. hoW DiD you haNDle Those aND WheN DiD bailey, your 
service Dog Who is a Double peDigree shih Tzu, coMe iNTo The picTure?

As a child and into adulthood, I learned that even if I was ill, I could sometimes still function and 
go to school or work. I was not at my best, but at least it kept me from failing school or losing an 
important job. There were times I was unable to keep going and required bed rest to become well 
enough to get up and go again. I was fortunate that even though I sometimes missed weeks of school, 
I was intelligent to the degree that I could make up the work and still make good grades. I learned 
how to self-teach, and that gift has come in handy throughout my adult life. When illness took me 
down, whether I was employed as a young man, later in the corporate world or blessed with my own 
business, I was talented and respected enough that my employers and clients kept me around. I never 
took that blessing for granted, and having faced lots of difficult times, I always understood that God 
was active and at work in my life. Without His action, I don’t believe I could have any measure of the 
success I have enjoyed throughout my life. In my view, being a failure was never an option.
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Bailey is a special treat and blessing in my life. She was intended to be my wife’s sweet friend and 
companion. She indeed loves Trish and richly enjoys her presence, but from the moment we brought 
Bailey home, she preferred me and remained with me, as if tuned into me in a special way. I tried, 
and failed miserably, over a period of months to prompt Bailey to favor Trish. It was not to be. Bailey 
already made that decision. A few months after Bailey adopted us, my health faltered, requiring regu-
lar outpatient treatments in a chemotherapy treatment center. I was weak and exhausted all the time, 
but Bailey was always near my side, appearing concerned. Each time I came home from a treatment 
I went straight to bed, and Bailey immediately lay next to me, remaining by my side—even if I got up 
and went to my chair. When the treatments did more harm than good, Bailey was there for me then 
too, but the most impressive moments were yet to come. Bailey already knew about the horrible panic 
that would soon consume me and my everyday life. Always alert, she remained with me at all times, 
comforting me through dark, intensely destructive times. She still does.

WhaT qualiTies DiD bailey DeMoNsTraTe early oN ThaT WoulD leaD her 
To becoMe The “reMarkable plaN” ThaT you NeeDeD iN your life?

Bailey is unlike any dog I’ve ever been around. Her intelligence is remarkable. It’s even really hard 
for me to refer to her as a dog. She is far more human than some people I know. Talking to Bailey is 
so much like talking to a person that sometimes I forget her beautiful, long hair is actually the fur of 
a dog. She understands my words, takes them to heart and does her best to comply with my wishes. 
It’s been miraculous to observe her grow in her wisdom and comprehension. Most dogs want to be 
alone sometimes especially when they need to “do their business.” Not Bailey. Even then—by her own 
choice—she is never alone. She doesn’t bark or scratch the door. Instead, she sits and looks at us and 
waits to be taken out. She has always been hand-fed and even sits at the table with us, waiting her 
turn to eat. She gives me the warmest love imaginable. There is no question about it. Whether I am ill 
or anxious or experiencing a full-blown panic attack, she stares into my eyes and waits for me to tell 
her I am OK. The relief she provides me cannot be put into words. I would not feel comfortable going 
to public places without her. She eases my discomfort from crowds. Loyalty and love are Bailey’s 
hallmark, and she is intent and intense in all she does. Bailey’s even developed her own special way 
to express how she feels. When I say, “I love you,” she winks back in response so I know the feeling 
is mutual. 

you WriTe of your life as a chrisTiaN MaN of greaT faiTh. hoW has 
bailey’s plaN becoMe parT of ThaT faiTh sTory iN your life?

My faith in God was strengthened by many events in my life, some happy and some not so happy. 
My early life experiences required me to choose what was important, not just in an immediate sense 
but also in the long-run for my future. Bailey’s arrival in the world coincides with an impending 
catastrophic event in my life. It couldn’t be a coincidence. And when we decided to add a little fur 
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girl to our lives, we almost took a different puppy into our hearts—until Bailey’s sparkling brown 
eyes caught my attention. She gave me soft, gentle kisses on my hand and then my face, pulling at 
my heartstrings. Bailey’s intelligence and understanding is beyond that of a dog—it’s human—or is it 
angelic? I know angels have protected me and pulled me through otherwise fatal events. The warmth 
that radiates from Bailey is similar to that which I felt in the 1980s when a black man crossed the path 
in front of me, blessing me with an uncanny feeling of peace and telling me he would see me again 
someday.

bailey is No orDiNary service Dog. iN The book, you Describe your 
MissioN iN coNviNciNg oThers ThaT service aNiMals caN Take oN MaNy 
shapes aND species. hoW has bailey’s role iN your life helpeD you help 
oThers uNDersTaND ThaT uNTraDiTioNal role of a service aNiMal?

Bailey and I are teachers everywhere we go. People often want to meet Bailey because she is beautiful, 
sophisticated and different from other service dogs.  We have been confronted by individuals who do 
not understand her role in my life as a service dog. Regardless of circumstance or provocation, it gives 
us the opportunity to teach them about ADA laws regarding service dogs and the importance of her 
role in caring for me and helping me with my struggles. When people tell me they had no idea such a 
beautiful animal could also do so much for a person, I tell them she is my guardian angel. 

Why Do you ThiNk you chose bailey aND hoW Do you ThiNk bailey  
chose you?

I have no doubt that God acted in my life, finding Bailey for a critical reason that would not be evident 
for two more years. God led me to her because she was the answer for my future needs. God wrote my 
book just as He wrote my life, and Bailey is both, part of my life and a testimony of Him in my book. 
Trish and I decided years earlier not to try to replace our fur girl, Mercedes. We were shocked one 
day when we simultaneously expressed the desire to have a new warm, cuddly puppy. Bailey watched 
silently, waiting patiently for me to look her way when I first held her sister. At that moment she knew 
she had me. She melted my heart, and I couldn’t resist her. We were hers and our home belongs to that 
little, sparkling brown-eyed angel.

WhaT Types of qualiTies Does bailey possess ThaT you WriTe abouT iN 
The book ThaT you coulD Never have succeeDeD WiThouT?

Bailey’s heart radiates warmth, constantly displaying her love for me. She is my loyal friend who 
knows when I need her. Her presence gives me the security I need to face crowds and comfort when 
I am ill. Bailey often wakes to check my breathing throughout the night, vigilant even as she sleeps. 
Bailey is truly obedient with an understanding of how to act in public, even in situations where dogs 
normally become excited and resort to dog ways. She does not acknowledge other dogs in public. 
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Even loud noises do not break her self-imposed service dog protocol. 
Bailey invents all kinds of fun games to play with me at home. I think she does things just to 

strengthen our bond in preparation for the critical times when she must work and help me. Play and 
work are both important for Bailey and for our relationship. I would be a complete recluse without 
her because being surrounded by people is too stressful for me without her company.

hoW WoulD you like for reaDers To be iNspireD by your sTory of Bailey’s 
RemaRkaBle Plan?

Never underestimate God’s wisdom and power. I never expected to be in the position I now find 
myself. My life has been challenging and few thought I would ever be able to achieve the successes 
God has given me. Between illness, other problems I have faced, and life in general, there is no way 
I could have achieved what I have by myself. God has been the constant that gave me the strength 
to overcome my obstacles and reach beyond mere possibilities toward the miraculous. We all face 
struggles, but when we depend on God instead of ourselves, He works from within us and causes 
things to occur that we could never expect or explain. Negative thoughts destroy. Positive confidence 
in our creator can surprise and delight us. We cannot fully understand God’s plans for us, and we 
cannot see the future. There is only one constant we can be sure of, and that is based in God’s love for 
us. If we give up and yield to sadness and defeat, all is lost and we don’t allow God’s power to excel. 
For a brief time I wanted to give up. That is, until I understood that God gave me Bailey to help me 
through the difficulty I was facing—that which is now my reality. She is here because she makes my 
life better than my family, friends or even I can myself. God uses all kinds of things and creatures to 
bless us. Sometimes we have to look in unexpected places to find His answers to our individual needs. 
We should never be afraid to trust Him.

WhaT’s up NeXT for you as aN auThor? aNy fuTure books iN sTore as a 
life-loNg sToryTeller?

I fully want to share my message with as many people as God has planned. After all, it is His message, 
just a little bit unique in its approach. I expect many to be encouraged by my life and the miraculous 
things God has worked in it. Both Bailey and I are very unique in our abilities and the parts we have 
been blessed to share in God’s creation. With the interesting things that have happened to me in my 
life, there are several non-fiction books I have in the works as well as some that are pure fantasy and 
fiction. I also want to share some stories with young people because there is so much evil written 
about in our world. The little ones and those of us young at heart, who face this world daily, deserve 
some positive, encouraging works about the good things this life offers in God’s creation. I’m nearly 
finished with a book about Bailey and some of her adventures, intended to help children learn from 
her and what it means to be a service dog. I also have more stories of my life I intend to tell, and I 
believe they will be entertaining for people to read. My prayer is for good to come for all.
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eXcerpTeD froM  
The prologue of Bailey’s RemaRkaBle Plan

In this true-life story you will find love and romance. You will find faith and 
perseverance. And you will find some serious questions that boy would face 
at different times in his life (and perhaps even a few answers): What are the 
results of a deep, abiding trust in God? What does it mean to be confident in 
the power of one’s faith? How can one enjoy earthly rewards, even while living 
in anticipation of a heavenly outcome? Scattered among these questions and 
themes are some events that would seem implausible without divine interven-
tion—clear evidence of the presence of guardian angels, both two-legged and 
four-legged. To my mind, anyway.

For that boy, of course, grew up to be me. None of this story is made up. 
No details are exaggerated—well, maybe just a little in the telling. But it did happen. All of it—every 
last bit. And only after living a life fuller than most people ever experience and reaching a sudden 
revelation about just how medically unique and miraculous that existence had been—only then did 
my true story begin to take shape: how, according to doctors, I was fortunate even to reach adulthood. 
Only then, looking back from this vantage point, am I able to recognize just how blessed I have been 
to accomplish the successes no one would have predicted years ago when presented with the parade 
of challenges marching through my life. 

In spite of some very difficult even life-threatening experiences, this story—my story—will not 
overwhelm you with sadness. Instead, it will reveal a gift from God, a discovery allowing me to face 
many obstacles that otherwise might have caused permanent defeat. That gift is trust—in Him, in 
myself, in the loved ones who surround me. Everyone faces difficulties in life. How we handle those 
difficulties—with a downtrodden approach that stifles our joy or with an upbeat personality and an 
eternal love of fun—is up to us. How we meet the sad times and whom we depend upon determines 
how we get through life. How we respond when we are challenged to the breaking point, unsure of 
how to physically, mentally, and emotionally reach the next moment of relief on our path, determines 
whether we merely survive. . .or thrive. I came to many such breaking points along the way. Each 
time, I had a choice—and each time, I chose to trust God and let Him lead me. On many occasions, 
making that one decision saved my life. 
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Yes, there have been miracles in my life, and some of these instances have impacted other people 
who have known me or who have simply witnessed the events and found no other answer except the 
supernatural power of God. I have repeatedly been shaken to my core with the understanding of how 
fortunate I am to be here and to have all the riches I have been given. No part of my life has been 
accidental. My birth and my survival have been special gifts. 

Many of us know about difficult beginnings, and some of us have triumphed over these experiences 
and gone on to enjoy life to the fullest. My own beginning was “on a dark and stormy night”—really. 
Rain was pouring from the skies and flooding the streets. The water was nearly knee-high, reaching 
up to the bottom of the doors of my parents’ car, which was an old, timeworn jalopy even for then. 
Fortunately, the car was designed with a high body, so the water had yet to spill into the motor when 
it came time to rush to the hospital for my delivery. First lesson: maybe old and timeworn isn’t so bad 
after all. 

eXcerpTeD froM  
chapTer 16 of Bailey’s RemaRkaBle Plan

SERviCE FiRST
Christmas 2010 and beyond. It was Christmastime—a few months after the 3:14 a.m. episode—be-
fore I really accepted that Bailey could help take care of me and make me better. Medicines were not 
working; sometimes they were even making it worse. Without Bailey, I could let myself be drugged 
unconscious or simply experience the panic without her. Neither were acceptable choices. Bailey was 
the best medicine I could get. 

It took longer for my family to truly understand her significance. Once it became obvious to us all 
that Bailey is special and that she functions as a true service dog, I went to my new hematologist, Dr. 
Saddle, and reviewed with him what she does for me. He determined unequivocally that she is indeed 
an asset to me and that I gain immensely from her efforts. By law, a companion dog provides only 
emotional support; it does not recognize symptoms or perform crucial functions, and as such it is not 
protected to stay with the disabled person at all times. Bailey, on the other hand, is the necessary ele-
ment that makes a difference in my ability to function. Therefore, she received Dr. Saddle’s approval 
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as meeting the standards of a service dog and is certified to work for me. Sending her to specialized 
training would be superfluous; it would provide no skill that she does not naturally perform already. 

Has Bailey saved my life on at least one occasion? Possibly. Has she returned my life to me and al-
lowed me to function in the world? Of that there is no doubt.  She came by her abilities miraculously; 
most service dogs require thousands of hours of special training. She is truly an angel dog.

Bailey’s presence and abilities in no way diminish the support my wife and family provide. Hers 
is a keenly different type of support, and I depend on every relationship I have. Each fulfills different 
needs and is a whole entity unto itself in addition to being part of my overall support system. Just 
as love allows for different relationships—with God, a spouse, children, parents, friends, colleagues, 
and so forth—the concept of service allows Bailey and other people in my life to satisfy various needs 
brought on by my illnesses.

People who suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) experience many or all of the same 
reactions as my condition causes. I have, in essence, a PTSD diagnosis. It is possible that in my case, 
panic is in some way an indirect result of certain stressors and events in my life but is brought on by 
a real set of physical, medical causes. I have certainly been in dangerous environments. But the cause 
no longer matters only the effects each panic attack leaves in my life.

It is hard, if not impossible, for someone who has never had this feeling to truly understand 
what it feels like or what panic does to you. I remind myself of this whenever I come up against 
someone who doubts Bailey’s abilities or questions my need for her presence—whenever I am facing 
blatant discrimination and ostracism. Think that sort of thing doesn’t happen anymore? You would 
be surprised.
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syNopsis: A dog. A man. A miracle. In Bailey’s Remarkable Plan, David R. Hardiman shares his poignant 
story of struggle, prejudice, and pain. But this is also a story of perseverance, triumph, and love. Hardiman 
discovers that his four-footed companion, delivered to him by chance, is more than his best friend. Bailey is 
also his service dog, a shih tzu with an extraordinary gift—part of God’s “remarkable plan”—that allows her 
to assist, to protect, and to love. Bailey’s Remarkable Plan will inspire you, inform you, and challenge you to 
feel compassion for those suffering silently among us because of circumstances beyond their control. God 
sent Bailey to this earth as part of His plan, an angel in the form of a remarkable dog. Not the typical service 
dog, Bailey performs a miracle in the life of her owner and friend. And Hardiman’s story will touch your 
heart as you journey along with the boy who became a man encircled by love.
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